Laske Images Offers Destination Wedding
Photography Services
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Laske Images, a photography business in Edmond, OK, has noted a rise in destination weddings over
the past few years. Scott Laske, founder and owner of Laske Images has covered weddings in
beautiful and exotic destinations across the globe.
"Destination weddings are all the rage nowadays," says Laske. "Couples are investing in
unforgettable trips with quaint groups of family and friends and foregoing the traditional locations. The
only downside for some is they often don't think they have a choice when it comes to their
photographer, because often the hotel makes all the arrangements. We are able to work around that
and actually provide extensive coverage for our client well beyond what comes with their hotel
package."
Laske Images specializes in wedding photography and they are known for their personal touch and
particular style. They currently have nine photographers on their books, each one of which is highly
qualified and very respected for what they do. Portfolios of each of the photographers, including the
work they have done on destination weddings, can be found on the company's website.
Major wedding vendor directories like The Knot and Wedding Wire give brides, grooms and parents
an opportunity to share their experience with others who may be considering the same vendor's
services. Laske's reviews, to date, have been overwhelmingly positive and clearly show the
tremendous respect the company has been able to gather over the years. "An amazing photographer
who goes above and beyond to ensure you have great photos," says Beth R. "So friendly and
professional. I wouldn't recommend anyone but Scott for photography. And he travels. Loved having
him as our photographer."
Laske Images prides itself on the personal touch they provide for each client. They are honored to be
allowed to be a part of one of the most important days in a couple's life and will do all they can to
capture breathtaking images. Destination weddings are one-of-a-kind, and they take a special eye to
photograph properly. Examples of what Laske Images can do can also be found in their destination
wedding gallery on their website.
The company is currently taking booking into 2016 and 2017, so destination wedding brides-to-be are
encouraged to book as soon as possible.
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